In this paper, we investigate when a ring of generalized power series is noetherian.
To Karl Egil Aubert, mathematician of distinction, friend of long date. In Memoriam.
In this paper, we investigate when a ring of generalized power series is noetherian.
The results obtained yield many interesting classes of examples of noetherian rings.
The preliminary sections contain the concepts and facts required to establish our results. For those proofs which are not immediate, the reader may consult the papers listed in the references, especially [7] and [8].
Monoids
A monoid is a commutative semigroup with neutral element. Unless the contrary is explicitly stated, the operation is written additively and the neutral element is denoted by 0.
Let S be a monoid.
An element t E S is cancellutive whenever t + s = t + s'
(with SJ' E S) implies s = s'. If every element is cancellative, S is said to be cancellative.
We denote by G(S) the largest subgroup of S; it consists of all elements s E S such that there exists t E S satisfying s + t = 0.
The monoid S is torsion-free if the following property is satisfied: if s,t E S, if
k L 1 is any integer, then ks = kt implies s = t.
If sl,. , s,, ES we denote by (s,, , sn) the set of all elements C:=, k,si
If 5 is an order on S, the opposite order so is defined as follows: s so t when tss.
Let 5,s' be orders on S. We say that 5 is coarser than s', and 5' is finer than 5, when s 5 t implies s 5' t.
Let I be a nonempty set, let (S,, 5,) (with i E Z) be a family of ordered sets, and S = n;,, S,. The product order 5 on S is defined componentwise: if S= (si), and ?= (t,),, then $5 I when s, 5, t, for every i E I. Sometimes, we may use the more cumbersome notation n 5, for the product order and write F(n zi)E Let (I, Cl) be a totally ordered set, which is well-ordered. The lexicographic order (lex(z?,),), denoted more simply (lex 5) on S = fli,, S, is defined as follows: if S= (s,),,, and t= (tl)rE, are in S, then F(lex 5); when either S = t or S # t and s,, ci, t;,, where i, is the Cl-smallest element of the set {i E II si # t;}.
Let i,, be the Gsmallest element of I, let I' = I\{ i,,}; define (s:,) = (s,,,> and (5;) = (lex(s;),,).
Then lex(s;), = (led,=,,,,). Similarly, if (I, a) IS a totally ordered set S which is well-ordered, with respect to the opposite order Cl", the reverse lexicographic order (rev lex 5) on S = nlE, Sj is defined as follows: F(rev lex s)twhen either S= for S # F, and si, <,, t,,, where i, is the U-largest element in {i E Z 1 s, # t,}.
A remark, similar to the one about the lexicographic order, holds also for the reverse lexicographic order. In particular, the lexicographic and reverse lexicographic orders may be defined on Cartesian products of finite families of ordered sets.
If each (S,, 5,) is totally ordered and the lexicographic order (resp. reverse lexicographic order) is defineable, then it is a total order. When the lexicographic order (resp. reverse lexicographic order) is defineable, then they are finer than the product order.
The ordered set (S, 5 ) is said to be artinian (resp. noetherian) if every strictly decreasing (resp. increasing) sequence of elements of S is finite. (S, 5) is narrow if every subset of pairwise order-incomparable elements of S is finite. Ordered sets which are both artinian and narrow have been called quasi-wellordered sets and have been extensively studied (see [9] (S, , 5 ;) is artinian (respectively noetherian).
(ii) (S, 5) is artinian and narrow (respectively noetherian and narrow) if and only if each (S,, 5;) is artinian and narrow (respectively noetherian and narrow). (ii) It suffices to prove, for example, that if (S,, si) are artisian and narrow for i=l,..., n, then so is (S, 5 (S, 5) . The proof of (b) is similar. Conversely, let (S,, 5;) be narrow for every i = 1, . . . , n and assume that, for each i= 1,. . . , n, conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied. We shall proceed by induction. For each i = 2, . . . , n, let Sy = n,,,,, S,, endowed with the product order, which we denote by 5';. If conditions (a), (b) hold for all i = 1,2, . . . , n, then these conditions also hold for all i = 2, . . . , n and for the ordered sets (S,, z!), (S',!, 5':). Then, by induction, (S;, s',) is narrow, noting that 5; is the order product of zI and 5'; (for i = 2, . . . , n). It follows that S = S, x S; is also s-narrow, because 5 is the order product of 5, and 5;. Since properties (a), (b) are satisfied by (S,, 5,) and (S;, s:), then (S, 5) is narrow. 0 2.4. Let (S,, 5,) be ordered sets, S = n:=, Si and let (lex), resp. (rev lex), be the lexiographic order, resp. reverse lexicographic order, on S. Proof. The proof, which is very easy, may be omitted. 0
The following easy fact is very useful:
2.5. If 5 ,I' are orders on S and 5 is coarser than I', if X c S then: (i) If X is s-narrow, then X is s'-narrow.
(ii) If X is %'-artinian, then X is I-artinian.
(iii) If X is <-artinian and s-narrow, then X is <'-artinian and s'-narrow. Proof. The result follows at once from 2.3,2.5 and the fact that the product order is coarser than the lexicographic order and the reverse lexicographic order. 0
In particular, if (S, 5 ) is artinian and narrow, n 2 1, then (S", s), (S", (lex 5)). (S", (rev lex 5)) are also artinian and narrow sets.
Ordered monoids
Let (S, 5) This shows that n = 1, hence S = (0, s, 2s, . . .}, where s = s,. Since S is cancellative all the elements ks are pairwise distinct. If 0 5 j < k, then js < ks, otherwise ks < js, so there exists i > 0 such that (k + i)s = js, and since S is cancellative, k + i = j, hence k = j, which is absurd. 0
Generalized power series
Let R be a commutative ring, with unit element.
We shall henceforth assume that (S, 5 ) is a strictly ordered monoid.
be the set of all mappings f : S-+ R, such that the support off, For simplicity, we use the notation 
(ii) 77-f) Example 4. Let (Xj)iZ, be a countable set of indeterminates, let M be the free multiplicative monoid generated by {X, 1 i 2 l} ; its elements are the monomials /J =n;=, Xf, where each k, E FV, and pi = 0 except for finitely many indices. We note that for each p E M, the set {(p', p") ) p', p" E M, p' + p" = p} is finite.
is un integral domain, then m( f * g) = n(f) + T( g). (4 r(e, *f) = s + 4f

Let R be a ring and let R[[X,]],,,
be the set of all formal sums f= c,,, f, p, with f, E R; in other words, f is just a map from M to R, with f( (f* g>(n) = c fOg( 5) 9 din for each II r 1.
As it was pointed out by Cashwell and Everett [l] , the rings A and C are It is immediate to check that cp( f + g) = p(f) + cp( g), cp( f* g) = cp( f) * cp( g) and that the mapping cp is injective. Now we show that cp is surjective.
Let h E [[A7.Y]] and define f : S x T-+ R by f(s, t) = h(t)(s).
We show that f~ C and therefore p(f) = h. We illustrate this possibility with the following example. Let S = T = Z (additive group of integers, with usual order), R any ring. We have: (O,O), (1, -l), (2, -2), . . are pairwise incomparable according to the product order, 
First note that if (s, r) is in supp( f), then t E supp(h) and s E supp(h(t)
It is equally easy to show that [[RSxT,(rcv "' c']] is not contained in the ring [[RSXT.(lex <']].
The ascending chain condition
As before, let R be a ring, (S, 5) 
a strictly ordered monoid and A = [[R".']]. If (S, ')
t 11 is rivia y ordered, then A = R [S] , the group-ring of S with coefficients in R. In this situation, we recall the following result (for the proof, see Gilmer's book [2, p. 751):
R[S] is a noetherian ring if and only if R is a noetherian ring and S is finitely generated. 0
Now, we consider the general case.
Assume that A is a noetherian ring. Then: (i) R is a noetherian ring. (ii) Zf S is cancellative, there exist s,, . . , s,, E S\G(S), such that S G (s,, . . , s,,) + G(S). (iii) Zf 0 5 s for every s E S, then (S, 5) is narrow.
Proof. (i) Assume that I, C Z2 C I, C . . . is an infinite strictly increasing chain of ideals of R. 
By hypothesis, there exists t E S\( (s,, . . , s,,) + G(S)).
If e,$Z,,, we put Hence there exists i, 15 i I n -1, and t E supp( f,), such that s, = s, + t Z-s,, which is a contradiction. 0
We shall now prove the converse under an additional hypothesis.
For this purpose, we require some preliminary considerations. Let a,~' E A. We define the relation a 5 s' (a is a section of a') as follows: if s E supp(a) and s' E supp(a' -a), then s <s'.
We note the following simple properties:
5.3. Let a,a',a"E A. We have:
(i) Zf a 5 a', then supp(a)n supp(a' -u)= 0 and supp(a)~supp(a').
(ii) 05 a. and t E supp(a -u"). Since a -a" = (a -a') + (a' -a"), then supp(a -a") C supp(a -a') U supp(u' -a") and, say t E supp(a -a'). Since a 5 a', then s < t, which shows that a < a". 0
Let A be an ordinal number. The family (u~)~<~ of elements a, E A is said to be <-ascending if p < p' < A implies that a, < a,..
Let (a, ),<, be -I-ascending. An element b E A is %suP(u,),,~ whenever (i) Us < b for every p < A, (ii) ifb'EAandu,<b'forevery~<A,thenb<b'. If a J-suP(u~)~,~ exists, it is unique; this follows from 5.3(iv). If (u~)~<, is L-ascending and A = v + 1, then a" = j-sup(~+),,~; this is trivial.
Let (S, 5) be totally ordered.
(i) If a,a',a" are distinct elements of A, such that a 5 a' 5 a", then r(a -a') < 55- (a' -a") and 7r(a -a') = n(a -a") .
(ii) Let A be a limit ordinal and (aP)F,A be a I-ascending family of elements of   A. Then, there exists ah = j-sup(a,),,,. , and supp (a,) = U,,, supp(a,).
Proof.
(i) Let s = 5-(a -a') E supp(a -a') c supp(a) U supp(a') C supp(a'). Since a' I a", then s < r(a' -a") . r(a -a') = r(a -a") .
It follows that
(ii) For every p < A, let b be the smallest ordinal such that a, = a,. Let A={~~~<A}.Then,if~,vEA,~~v,wehavea,#a~,.
First Case: There exists p. < A, such that 1 < pcLo for every p E A. Then a,,) = a, for every v, pC, 5 v < A.
We define U aA = a,(,. Then aA = 5-sup(a,),,, and also supp(a,) = p,r(A swp(afi 1.
Second Case: A is cofinal in {p 1 p < A}. By (i), if p.p',p" E A, p < p' < p", then n(a, ~ a&,) < n(a,, -aw,,) and v(a, -a@.) = 7r(aP -aFS,). For each p E A, let p, = v(a+ -a@.), where p < p' E A (k' arbitrary).
Thus, if F < p', then P, <P,,. Now we define ah : S + R. If s E S and there exists p E n such that s < p@, we put a*(s) = aP(s). We note at once that if p' E A and s <p@,, say k < p', then
,). so aW(s) = a,.(s).
On the other hand, if p, <s for every p E A, we put a,(s) = 0.
We show that supp(a,) is well-ordered, thus ah E A. Let T C supp(a,), T f 0, so there exists s E T and p E A such that s <p,,, hence a,(s) = aP(s) # 0.
For each s' E T, s' 5 s, we have also s' <p,, hence a,(~') = a@(s'). Thus {s' E T 1 s' 5 s} c supp(a,); this shows that supp(a,) is well-ordered and also that supp(a, ) c lJ ,, Ci\ supp(a, ). We continue the proof, showing that a, 5 ah for every p E A, hence for every p < A. Let s E supp (a,) and t E supp(a, -u,+),sop,~t. Ift<s,thens?p,+= n(aw -a,.), where p < p' E A; hence sjZ'supp(a,), because a, -I a,.. This is a contradiction.
Thus s < b, hence a, -I a',,
proving that supp(a,) = U,,, supp(a,).
Next, WC show that a, = 5-sup(a,)P,,. Assume that b E A and that a, I b for every p < A; we show that uh 5 b. Let s E supp(u,) and t E supp(a, -b). So, there exists p E A such that s <p, and u,(s) = a,(s) f 0, hence s E supp(u,). , -a,) and therefore s < t, because aP I a,; or t E supp(aF -b) and again s < t, because a, i b. This shows that ah 5 b. ~(a, -a,) . 0
We observe also the foilowing fact. Let A be a limit ordinal, let A be a set of ordinal numbers, cofinal to A. Assume that (ffP,)PCh is a <-ascending family of elements of A, and the following properties are satisfied: 0) a, = aiL+1 for every or, E A, [ii) aP = ~-su~(u~)~~~,~~~, for each limit ordinal p <A. Then ah = a, for each v < h. Otherwise there exists the smallest h,, 5 h for which there is qr < h,, and a,,)# ayi, By (i), and the minimality, h,, must be a limit ordinal, and again n, = a, for all I_L < v < A,,. Then ah,, = a<-SUP(U,),~,,, must be equal to a, (for each p < A,,), an absurdity.
We prove the converse under certain hypotheses. (iii) R is a noetherian ring. Then, A is a noetherian riplg. We may assume f # (0). let I be any ideal of A; we shah prove that Z is finitely generated, so we may assume Z # {(I}.
(1") For every s E S, let I,, be the ideal of R, generated by the set {f(s) 1 f E I, 7r(f) = s}.
We observe that if f~ s+, then I,, C Z,. Indeed, let f = s + u and f E f with r(f) = s. Then eI, *f E I with ~(e,, *f) =
u -I-s = t; so f(s) = (e,, *f)(t) E Z,,
showing the inclusion I, 2 I,.
(2") We show that there exists a finite subset V of S, and a surjective map 4p : S--+ V, with the following properties:
(i) 0 E V and uj(f) = 0 if and only if s E G(S), (ii) s E q(s)+ for every s E S, (iii) I, = Zq-fuI for every s E S. Let s E G(S), so there exists t E S such that s + t = 0; hence Z, C I,, and also s = 0 + s, so I,, c I,$. We define cp(s) = 0; as seen above, the conditions (ii), (iii) are satisfied for every s E G(S).
If s = G(S), we put v= CO). If S # G(S), we consider the nonempty family of ideals of R. 4,) = {I, 1 tp' G(S)}. Since R is a noetherian ring, there exists a maximal element in 9(,, say I,,,,.
If S = G(S) U ud we put V= (0, u,,}. (s,, . '. , s,) . By 1.2, if i < j, then t;gt,?;
hence t, @ti + T. Thus, we have the infinite strictly increasing sequence of ideals of T:
This is impossible.
We define the map cp : S+ V as follows. Ifs E G(S), put q(s) = 0, as it was said before. If s$G (S) U ui U. . * U u,:, but s E UT, we define p(s) = ui.
Thus, conditions (i) and (ii) are automatically verified. If q(s) = u,, from sEu+, then Z,,cZ,,; by the maximality of I,, in 9,={Z,~t~G(S)Uu~U~~~U
Us:,} and Z,, E 9,, it follows that I,, = I,. So, there exists a finite subset V of S, and a map cp : S-+ V with the properties indicated.
(3") For each u E V, the ideal I, is finitely generated, so there exists a finite subset G, of I, such that rr( g) = u for every g E G, and {g(u) ( g E G,} is a set of generators of the ideal I,. We note that if u,u' E V, u # u', then G, n G,, = 0.
Let G = U uEv G,, so G is a finite subset of I. We shall prove that Z is generated by G. Let I, be the ideal generated by G and assume that there exists f E AI,; 3
Let CY be an ordinal with cardinal greater than the cardinal #S of S. Let A be the set of all ordinals A < LY; so #A > #S. (4") We shall show that for each A E A and g E G, there exists an element ah8 E A, such that the following properties are satisfied: (a) For every g E G and, Z_L, v E A, Z_L < u, we have a,_ 5 uYfi, and for each limit ordinal p E A, a,,, = 5-~up(a~~)~<,,.
Moreover, for P,V E A, p < v, there exists g,, E G such that a,,,, # uV,,,. P E A, g,, E G and s E supp(a,,,,) , then s + r(g,,) < r(f -c,,, a,& Let A E A and assume that we have already found the elements a,_ E A, for every Z_L < A and g E G, satisfying the properties (a), (b), (c) (for ordinals /J<v<h).
We shall determine an element a,, E A for every g E G, so that the conditions (a), (b), (c) are satisfied for p < v 5 A. Then ahR E A. We show that properties (a), (b) and (c) are satisfied.
(a) For every g E G, we show that arlR i: aAR and this implies that aFR 5 aAR for < A.
If arlK = ahR, the assertion is true. Now, let arlK # ahy, hence g E G,. therefore uggo = a, + , R~I, (b) Let G' = {g E G 1 there exists y < A such that aPfi = a,, 1,&s for every ,u,~~ i: Al. < A}; it is not excluded that G' be empty.
First, let g E G'. If p is any limit ordina1, p 5 h, by (a), aPs = 5-sup(nPr)~ .+. By a previous remark, aPw = acLfi for each j_i., pK 5 E* < p.
Let pCt = sup{ ps 1 g E G'), so p-LO < h and ahR = n,, for any g E G' and p. C= j.6 < A.
To prove (b), it suffices to show that if F,, CC p < A, then r(.f--C,,,; uARg) > ~T(S--c,,,; n,,g); this follows from the hypothesis of induction.
We recall the notation t, = r(J'-C,,,; a,,,g), for each v ';c A and we estimate t,. For this purpose, we write because if g E G', then a,, = ahC, For each g,@'G' there e'xists the smallest ordinal yY, such that p -c yq < ,+ and n ,zE + "u,+l.R; then uri: = G,,,, and also aiK.EI Q,;,,,~, uhf are distinct, because By (a), A = U,s,,j il,. Hence there exists g,, E G such that #Ani = #A > #'S.
For each p E A,C,it let fP = ~(f--c,,,; uPu,g). Then if p c V, ,U,V E ilR13 we have l, < t,,. Thus #(f, E S 1 p E As,,) = #As,, > #S, and this is impossible! Cl
In the remainder of this paper, we shall indicate special cases, as well as extensions of the preceding theorem. because the ideal generated by {e(,,,_,,) 1 n E Z} 1s not finitely generated; note that Z x Z is not narrow, the set {(n, -n) 1 II E Z} consisting of pairwise incomparable elements.
In particular, the above result holds when every (S,, s!) is artinian and narrow, and satisfies besides the other required properties. Proofs. This follows from 1.3, 5.9 and 5.10. 0
